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At the OECD Halden Reactor Project, Halden Norway an international

research and development programme on computer control and fuel testing

of nuclear power reactors is being conducted.

The research and development programme is centered around studies

of power reactor fuel rod performance and reliability, irradiation of

instrumented test fuel assemblies for participating organizations, and on

development and demonstration of methods and systems for computer monitoring

and control of power reactor plants.

The fuel research comprises: studies of interaction between fuel and

cladding including in-pile measurements of fuel elongation, clad elongation

and clad diameter, in-pile measurements of fission gas pressure, fuel

temperatures, burn-out limitations and channel power; evaluation of fuel

failures; and development of in-core instruments in support of these measure-

ments .

The computer control programme includes studies and demonstration

experiments on modular computer systems, operator-process communication,

and core power distribution evaluation and control, as well as dynamic plant

control applying modern control methods. The objective of this development

work is to demonstrate that improved plant reliability and reduced downtime,

as well as improved core performance and fuel utilization can be achieved

for large nuclear stations when using advanced supervision and control

approaches.

This report is the result of a study which was performed as a diploma

work at the Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden, Department of Automation

and Control for Professor T. Bohlin.

The work was carried out at the OECD Halden Reactor Project, Control

Research Division. I am greatly indebted to Mr. J .E . Lunde, the Halden Project

Manager, for the opportunity to accomplish the work in Halden. My thanks are

due to Dr. R. Grumbach, the leader of the Control Methods Section for fruitful

discussions and practical arrangements. Finally,;my.gratitude is due to

dipl.ing. Martti Nevalainen, the supervisor of t i e work, for the continued

X interest in my work and for the efficient- support, which made i t possible to ••••'•

finish this work in the very short time available.

Halden, August 1973
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i. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The purpose of this work is to carry out a cost benefit analysis of
an instrumehtation/supervision/control system in which computer components
and back-up components are balanced such that an optimum of some plant
performance criteria is obtained. As an application a nuclear power plant
is investigated with help of simulated operational strategies and disturbances.

By parameter variations the effect of the plant size, the level of
computerized automation, MTTF and MTTR of the computer system, cost
of computer hardware, software, electricity e tc . , should be investigated
in order to reflect the general development trends to the optimal BWR
instrumentation/supervision/control system design.

In the present study all automatic protective and interlocking functions
3hall, hovever, remain hardwired and are not considered in the optimization.
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General

The application of process computers in-nuclear power stations has

now grown into a position of maturity, after their first introduction around

1965. The early computer installations in stations gave hardware experience

and proved that their performance was according to the intentions. The

functional role, essentially a passive one differed from one reactor concept

to another. While tasks like logging, reporting and alarming were fairly

similar in character. Functions served for the reactor core involved for

some reactor concepts direct monitoring of important core parameters, for

other rather elaborate calculations based on in-core measurement data in

order to arrive at power distributions and evaluations for thermo-hydraulic

margins. With the increasing plant size these passive functions have since

gradually been expanded and refined such that the process computers have

become an dispensable tool in-power reactor operations. Over the last few

years, one has furthermore seen direct digital control (DDC) being applied

or being planned for future stations.

In fact this "computerizing trend" has occurred more rapidly than

sometimes predicted by the reactor manufacturers themselves. But, -

according to J.E. Lunde; research manager at the Halden Reactor Project

/ l / , it is still felt that there is a considerable way to go and

much development efforts needed, until an "atymptotic" level is reached in

the area of operational optimization, automation and supervision by computers

in nuclear power plants. . .

Developments in Computer Technology

There has over the past years been an extremely rapid development

in computer hardware technology resulting in reduced prices and increased

reliability. These trends'will soon remove the computer mainframe from

being an important cost consideration in the development of a computer control

system.

It is foreseen that future on-line computer systems not any longer will

.be. characterised by a single or dual, large process computer-in which all job.?
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are executed, but rather an assembly of interconnected computing modules

characterized by higher reliability and availability. The results of the present

study also indicate such a development trend.

The Functional Role of Computer System.

A major question, - when defining the functional role of the computer
system in the reactor operation - is , what operational strategy (time-dependent)
should be followed for the plant if some or all computer functions fail, and
what costs are involved in providing computer redundancy or conventional back-
up instrumentation facilities relative to costs of lost power production by
operating at reduced or zero power. A possible way to solve this problem is
•to make a cost benefit analysis which among other factors must include con-
sideration of statistical reliability data of the computer system, investigation
of stability and safety features of the plant, determination of how close to
component damage margins one could be operating ate. Such a quantitative
cort-benefit method has been developed at the Halden Project by M. Nevalainen
/z/,/3/ and will be described and used in this work.

. . " ; ! - ' •
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3. A SHORT REVIEW OF THE AVAILABLE METHOD FOR DETERMINING
THE ROLE OF COMPUTERS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS /z/ /l/.

In general a process computer system failure in a nuclear plant brings
extra costs. These costs depend on the role of the computer system in the
plant. In other words,

whether it is possible to continue the reactor operation at the
original power level after such a failure

whether the power level has to be reduced

or whether the reactor has to be shut down completely.

It is the extent of back-up instrumentation that wUl decide how close
to the design limits the reactor can be opeiated during the computer system
outage. In this connection, it is of great importance to know: What would
be the optimum operational policy during a computer system outage for a
power plant provided with a certain amount of back-up instrumentation ?

The costs of a single computer failure can be decreased by:

I

1 ,

using the optimal operational policy during computer system
outage

and by increasing the available back-up instrumentation level

by decreasing the mean time to repair of the computer system (MTTR)

The expected costs of all computer system failure during the lifetime of
the plant can further be reduced by increasing the expected mean timejtp failure
(MTTF) of the computer system. This can be done by selecting a computer
structure with more redundancy.. The savings obtained have, however, tobe
weighted against the increased investment costs. In other words one of the
problems is to .find the optimal balance between the computer system redundancy
and the amount of back-up instrumentation in such a way that the required re-
liability and plant availability would be most economically achieved.

At the Halden Reactor Project (HRP) an analytical method has been .
developed for decision making on. the mentioned interrelated problem areas.

' . • / . . - • ! . . !
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In the following the main principles of the developed model for

deternxination of the optimum operational point o£ the reactor during the

computer system outage are described.

Using the results obtained by this model, the balanced decision

concerning the computer system redundancy and the back-up instrumentation

level can be made.

A typical power history plot during a computer system outage can be

seen in Figure 1.

req

Fig. 1. The Power History during a Computer System Outage

I1 •$;••
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It is assumed that the reactor has beer, operating a long time in

steady state at a power level P . When the computer system fails at

t = 0 , the power must be immediately reduced to "a nominal level" P
' nom

where the reactor is operated until t imer. At this time, the power is further
reduced to a level F,. . where it is kept until the computer will be in operation

again ( μ1).

We thus consider here a case, where one arbitrary power level change

is allowed during the computer outage. The problem is to determine the

optimal reduced power level, P r e d - This problem is formulated as a stocastic

optimization problem. The criterion for bptiihality is the minimization of the

expected costs during computer system,outage. The method essentially finds

a balance between the deterministic and probabilistic costs of the power

production during the computer system outage. The main information needed

•):_"•
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for the development of the expected cost function can be summarized as

follows :

We need information concerning different types of costs such as:

the fixed operating costs, which are not dependent on the
reactor power level

the variable operating costs, which are dependent only on the
actual power level, additionally, we need estimates for the
costs of possible damages to the plant.

Further on, .we assume that the probability function f ,(t) for the
computer repairtime t is available.

We also assume that the probability density function of a forced reactor
shutdown at ti-ne t during tht computer system outage is available. This
density function is among other things dependent or» the operational policy
of the reactor. That mentis, on the nominal power level P , the reduced

nompower level P r e Ji and tne time instant oi' the power reduction
elapsed time t after the computer system outage.

and on the

We still need probabilities for different kind of damages to the plant
and estimates for the necessary down times of the reactor after - a safe
forced shutdown - and a shutdown due to some damage to the plant. The
forced shutdown and damages, which would occur anyway, even if the computer
system would be available, are not considered in the optimization.

Assume that the operational policy during computer system outage has
been decided to be as shown in Figure 1.- The expected costs of such an
operation can be determined as a sum of the "probabilistic" costs of two
mutually exclusive main events :

1. A forced reactor shutdown occurs before the computer system
has been repaired.

2. No forced reactor shutdown will occur during the computer outage.
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The form of the expected cost function f, to be minimized, is

given by the following formula:

i=1 fli

-"J •? •IΓ-

It is a sum of n expected cost terms. In each term Qj(t) is a cost of an

event and g.(t)dt is the probability for occurrence of this event during time

period t + dt. The range of the integration ni depends on the time instant

of the event i.

This f is a complicated function of T and P r e d and in general, it is

not possible to find analytical solutions for the optimum values of theöe

parameters. The optimum values for T and F_e£j can, however, be found

by evaluating x for different couples of these parameters.

As an example, soTae typjcal

results, obtained by the model in a

hypothetical case, can be seen in

Figure 2.

In this figure we have the

expected costs (f ) of one computer

system failure in relative money-

tary units on the y-axis and the

time instant T of the power reduction

in hours on the x-axis. Here we

have MTTR = 8 hours for the

computer system, and the reactor

power P as percents of P is
nom

a parameter.

MTTR'Shr

150-

100-

Wli) +
» , W . 1Z . 1.4 , 1,8 , 13

Fig. 2

The expected costs of a computer system failure are thus plotted

against the time instant of the power reduction. In this hypothetical case

the optimal strategy would be to reduce the power level to 77% of P
nom
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imniediâtèiy after the computersystem outage ( t =0); Ifrthe power

reduction has been madé'in an early stage and to, a low power, level, then

the costs obtained are mainly due-to the deterministic costs of lost.energy.

On the contrary if the power reduction is.made later and -o a relatively high

reduced power level, theu the main part of the costs are due to the risk of

a forced reactor shutdown and^pdssible damages to the plant.

By using the expected costs of a computer system failure for a certain

back-up instrumentation level and MTTR value for the computer system, the

costs due to all expected computer outages during the lifetizne of the reactor

can be determined if the MTTF (Mean Time To Failures) for the computer ,

system are given.

Further on, the costs of the computer system itself and the analogue

back-up instrumentation can be added to the analysis in order to obtain an

estimate loir the expected total costs of the considered solution. Also the

time value of money can be taken into account in the investment analysis.

If the input parameters for the mortel are properly determined it is

believed lhat the expected cost estimates obtained by the method can be

accurate enough for the kind of analyses needed in the considered investment

problem, though many approximations and simplifying assumptions have been

made.

It is believed, that the model already provides a better basis for the

considered investment decision making than intuitive methods without no

model at all. This kind of an approach to the problem can also aid in focussing

the attention in the decision-making towards the appropriate plant and computer

features.

i
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4. THE S.YSTEM UNDER INVESTIGATION

The. physical process, where the analysis will be applied is a BWR
(Boiling -Water Reactor) power plant for which several plant sizes will be
assumed. To provide a better understanding of the main components and
their connections a short description of a BWR plant follows.

In Figure 3 ah oversimplified shematic diagram of a BWR plant is
given.' In such a plant the fuel elements are placed in water which starts
boiling from the heat produced by the nuclear fissions in the reactor core.
This boiling produces steam with a pressure of about 70 bar and a temperature
of about 280°C. The steam is lead to the high pressure turbine making this
into rotation. Afterwards it is lead from the high pressure (HP) turbine through
a moisture separator and a reheater to the low pressure (LP) turbine. The
steam from the IP-turbine is condensed a:id pumped back to the reactor
core through tue feedwater heaters. Further on, the turbines are rotating the
generator which produces electricity u> the grid.

W ar»d h in Figure 3 are two important physical variables, massflow
resp. enthalpy. The velocity (massflow) is direct measurable in the ciricuts
and the enthalpy h, is an immeasurable state variable which is possible to be
calculated indirectly from other measurements.

tonThey are both necessary for obtaining a thermodynamic descripti
of the plant.

The product hg • Wg = Pg (enthalpy x massflow) gives the thermal
power P s from the plant. Nuclear power plants usually have a total efficiency
H t o t of about 0.33. It emplies that the electric power P taken oui from
the plant P or about 0,33 P . The control rod drives
indicated in the figure are the main control devices for the nuclear part of
the plant whereas pumps and valves are mainly used in the conventional
electricity generating part.

As mentioned before Figure 3 only gives an oversimplified represen-
tation of a BWR. Sometimes there may be two main loops, called the primary
and the secondary ciricut respectively. These are connected through a
steam generator/heat exchanger in order to prevent the cooling water with
fission products in the primary ciricut to contaminate the turbines.

ïfifi%''''igi'w
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5. BASIC FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE INVESTIGATED SYSTEM.

The investigated system provides means for supervision and control
of the complete power plant described before.- This:essentially includes the
necessary analogue and digital instrumentation for obtaining the necessary
state description of the process, means for signal transmission and to
convert these data to engineering units to reduct and to present it in a suitable
way to the operator. In addition, the means for checking of signal validity
(for analogue signals) and incident detection (for digital signals) as well as
for the alarm annunciation of the respective data anomalies have to be provided.

Adequate communication means have to be provided for alarm acceptance
and deletion purpose and for giving to the operator a capability to manually
control the plant equipment and, if required, automatic control devices have
to be provided.

The two basic alternatives for implementation of these functions are
a computerized and a hardwired conventional instrumentation system. It is
one of the purposes of this work to find "an optimal combination" of these
back-up and computer components. Compared with a hardwired system the
main advantages of a computerized system arise from the following facts / 4 / .

a) increased station efficiency, mainly caused by the possibility for
a fast power distribution evaluation

b) the functions performed by computer software can be more
easily modified than those implemented by conventional
equipments

c) well tried proprietary hardware is available to provide a wide
variety of facilities

d) the system has a large data handling capacity

e) there is an opportunity for exploiting CRT's (Cathode Ray Tube)
to provide flexible displays that are particularly useful in
nuclear power stations

f) reduction of the man power - .
In a computerized control-room ~it is possible for a single operator
to effectively control and monitor the operation of the entire plant.
This is made possible by :

L
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electronic CRT displays

miniaturisation of instruments

and an integrated arrangement of nuclear steam supply
(NSS) and balance of plant (BOP) controls

Everything the operator needs to adequatly monitor and control a
nuclear plant has been brought together in a highly efficient and compact
command control console. In Figure 4 a modern computerized as woll as
a conventional control room layout is shown. By comparison of these two
solutions many of the advantages of the computerized control room mentioned
above, become quite evident.

Of course "computerizing" implies disadvantages too. Usually -i
conventional hardwired system contains more redundancy than a computerized
system; - a component failure in conventional instrumentation does seldom
mean "Iocs of control" of the entire plart. On the other hand a single failure
in a computer system may put the whole computerized control and supervision
system out of function.

Poor reliability of the computer system has been the main motivation
against the implementation of many important control and supervision functions
and the computers have been used (only) in more passive type of functions.

The basic features of the computerized system are indicated bythe

application software system (ASS)

hardware configuration and

basic software system (BSS)

For the purpose of our study the functions of the computer system (ASS)
are determined according to well proved practices and they form the basis
for the study. It is assumed that all other functions not included to
ASS are implemented by conventional instrumentation (for instance all safety
system functions) and will, thus, not be included in the optimization, the
purpose of which is to determine the computer configuration (redundancy) and
back-up instrumentation-level.combination in an optimally balanced solution,
when each alternative back-up instrumentation level is able to take over
specified functions of the computer system. v ""..-:••/"
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DEFINITION OF MAIN FUNCTIONS OF A COMPUTERIZED

REACTOR INSTRUMENTATION/SUPERVISION/CONTROL, SYSTEM

IS

The main computer applications in nuclear plants are traditionally

grouped according to their activities such as:

scanning and logging

reporting ;

plant supervision

instrument calibration

message handling and buffering

plant performance calculations

NSSS performance calculations

computer control functions

mrji-process communication

The functions are mostly implemented on an on-line computer, but

we also assume that we have a datalink to a large off-line computer,

where big lessfrequent jobs are executed. Tbefie jobs belong mainly to

3-dimensional and time-dependent NSSS calculations and fuel management

calculations. *

As already mentioned in chapter 5 it is assumed, that all other

necessary functions, not mentioned in this chapter, (e.g. the reactor

protection functions) are implemented by fixed hardware logic.

In the following the on-line computer functions are discussed. The

purpose is to specify a "standard" software package for a BWR / 5 / . The

chapter is ended with a simplified picture where all these functions and

their interconnections are indicated.

*) Scanning and Logging (reading signals from process or computer

core).

Depending on the plant size, about 1000 - 2000 analogue signals are

scanned with sampling frequencies from once per.sec. to once per
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min. and about 2000 - 3000 digital signals are scanned about 4 t imes/
sec.

Depending on the signal quality, sampling time interval, the time
constant of the signal etc. analogue/digital filters may be used for
signal conditioning.

The main layout of a data collection system is indicated in Figure 5 .

• LOGGING
• CALC. VARIABLE
• FILTERING

I

J •

PLANT HISTORY

h i

ANALOG PLANT DATA

i

DIGITAL PLANT DATA

à

INPUT CHECK

k

COMPUTER CORE

ANALOG INPUT DIGITAL INPUT

REACTOR PLANT

CORE, TURBINES. GENERATORS, PUMPS. MOTORS, VALVES, ETC

Fig. 5. Main layout of process data collection

2) Reporting.

For reporting purpose, data banks on disk and computer core are
used. These files have separate sections for process information
updated with different frequencies. All plant data are stored in ADC
form (Analogue/Digital Converted form) and there is also records,
in core or on disk for, all necessary conversion information. The
main layout of the reporting part of the software system is given in
Figure 6 -.. . . . - - . . . V r
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PRINT

PUNCHED
TAPE. CARDS

REQUEST
OF REPORT

CONVERSION
PROGRAMS

CONTROL RECORDS FOR
ROUTINE-, SUPERVISION-
SERVICE REPORTS

DATABANKS FOR °RO(.C.SS
INFORMATION'

RATOR'J
CONS.. KEYBOAKb

CARD
INPUT

UPDATE
CONVERSION
INFORMATION
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Fig. 6. Main layou 'of the reporting functions
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All reporting functions can be divided into the following main groups:

a) Routine reports.

b) Reporting functions in plant supervision systems.

c) Review and service reports.

a) Routine J\ep_o_rts.

Routine reporting is used in normal operating situations trying

to keep the reactor in optimal operational conditions. The

following types of reports are needed:

a a)

Written on TW (typewriter) automatically once per hour

or on demand. Contains 40 - 50 analogue variables, or

computed values.

bb) Daily.». Weekly, .and.Monthly.S.umniarif.

Written on TW, contains in addition to the operation report

about 10 integrated values informing about the economy of

the plant.

ce)

Given on TW any time on request. Gives integrated operation

times of individual plant components and equipment. On this

basis periodic maintenance is carried out.

dd) Plant Journal.,

All important events at the plant are continuously documented

normally on a special TW devoted only to this purpose.

A list of reporting functions in plant supervision, i .e . analogue

\ '

\
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signal monitoring, incident detection for digital signals, primary
alarm annunciation system (PAAS) and alarm diagnosis system
(ADS) (these terms will be explained later), is given in the
following.

aa) Alarm indication^

This is made by an audible signal, display and print-out
giving the parameters in alarm and other necessary
information.

bb) •Ajialogue_Trend_Dis_glay_.

About 100 signals are selected for analogue trending on
T¥, CRT or TV.

c c ) Digital _Tr end J?irp_lay_.

Individual contacts or groups of contacts selected by the
operator can be trended.

I •

Visual .Display, s._

On the operator's request by pushbuttons on the control
desk, about 100 different CRT (TV) display formats, such
as mimic diagrams, histograms, etc., can be displayed.

The variables of selected analogue inputs (about 100 - 200
of them) prior to and after a fault condition aie stored in
core memory and afterwards, on the operator's request
taken to CRT (TV) and TW to support the alar*. gnosis.
Storage space has to be reserved for about 15 - 20 minutes
before and 5 minutes after the incident.
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ff ) §ê3uençe_of_ Events „Recording^

The status changes for about 100 - 200 plant contacts in

reactor, turbines and generators are stored with time

resolution of about 4 - 5 ms . On call these changes will

be displayed on CRT and recorded on TW.

At times it is necessary for the operator to get fast reviews of

certain plant variables, for instance in order to follow the

response of certain control actions or to check alarm limits, etc.

For this kind of purposes, the following type of reports are

needed:

aa) Alarm Review Rejjqrt.

This report may include:

analogue and digital inputs being in alarm condition

review of setpoint supervision alarms

review of rod cluster deviation alarms

review of inputs from redundant measurements which

deviate from each other.

bb ) Instant ane ou s JPr intput _of_ a .Single .Analogue. Jnput Value.

t JÄÄL§tqr_eci .Values.of All_Addr eg gable. Inputs.,

analogue inputs

digital inputs

calculated values

constants

'tv',- '
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dd) Summary Reviews.

points removed from the scan by the operator

points out of range

print all alarm limits

print bypass status

ee) Printqut_of A.ll_Analqgue Jnputs_ IieJLnj»_AyailaĴ le_fqr_
Trending„and All .Pertinent _Tr ending, _Inf ormation._

ff ) Pjintout_of_ ,̂e_rtajn_qn D e m a r i ^ P j î j f o r m a n ç ^ ^ ^ p ^

3. Plant Supervision.

The main layout of the plant supervision functions is given in Figure 7

The main components of this system are:

Plant s'tatus registration for analogue and digital signals

Plant history data bank, analogue and di ^ital

Analogue signal monitoring, timer based

Incident detection for binary signals, process interrupt
based

PAAS, Primary Alarm Annunciation System

ADS, Alarm Diagnostic System

The associated man-machine communication functions
like reporting and programmes for parameter mani-
pulations.

a ) Monitoring, °l„Analogue, Kant_Data._

Each time a group of process variables has been read in, a
check is made to see if any variable has exceeded the defined
limits. If any condition occurs or disappears, an analysis is
performed in PAAS.
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b)

The plant data used for incident detection;is orginally. digital

or digitalized data. After each updating the new digital status

is checked against the previous one. K any change has occurred

an analysis is performed in PAAS unless the signal in the changed

condition is bypassed.

[Keyboard, Console 1

r

CRT, TV

-- i

1 Pilnt, plot

t
-

• OPERATOR'S COMMUNICATION

r
Time

»

Record for
monitoring limits

1

f

:• .

4

r

"1 1
• i •

Analogue plant data and history

i
t r

ADS 1

i

f

PAAS

i

Procesr
\

inierr.

—1
Digital p^r.t data and history

i

r

f

Record fer
bypass su'vus

Fig. 7 Aram Layout of the Plant Supervision System
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This system performs further analysis on the groups of signals

indicated by the monitoring routine for analogue variables or by

incident detection programmé'for digital inputs.

The main functions of this system are :

By means of the operator's communication (OPCOM) system

it generates audible signals, alarms, messages and hard

copies on TW. The alarms are divided into different priority

groups and multipaging facilities have to be provided for

convenient man-machine communication.

It accomplishes alarm filtering. In a big modern power plant

there may be 2000 - 3000 alarm conditions. Some faults

can affect large areas of the plant and thus initiate a large

nuiaber of simultaneous alar m r,. Alarm filtering is ased

to eliminate as far as possible all alarms which have arisen

simply as side effects of more important alarms.

It provides means for convenient alarm acceptance and

deletion system.

d) Alarm Diajgio.stic Sjy.stem

An automatic prime cause error analysis is not included to the

software, instead a less automatic manual alarm diagnosis system

is believed to be a realistic alternative. This system supports the
1 operator in making his own diagnosis, and is a part of one total

plant supervision system as indicated in Figure 1 •

ADS consists of programmes for operator's CRT manipulations •

for the following purposes:

to get detailed information on individual alarm conditions

like trend displays for single alarms

to get alarm, summaries circuit by circuit in case of multiple

alarms. For this purpose mimic diagrams with alarm

annunciation can be used.
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An important pai't of ADS is the scram analysis and

post incident review programme.

4) Instrument Calibration.

Programmes for instrument calibration must be available.

5) Message Handling and Buffering.

Message handling displays and print-out messages resulting from

plant supervision and other programmes. The messages to be issued

are buffered in a file. At certain time intervals the contents of this

file is checked and the messages are issued in proper priority order

on an appropriate output unit.

6) Plant Performance Calculations.

A number of calculations are performed at regular time irtsrvals and

on demand, by the plant performance programmes. The calculated

variables depict process state using several input signals. These

calculations are carried out on-line at regular intervals but they also

have "fast on demand" - requirements.

The variables to be calculated are selected so that they give a good

overall picture of the use of the entire plant, different plant components

like turbines, generators and condensers and most important separate

apparatus.

7) NSSS-Performance Calculations.

The NSSS-calculations (Nuclear Steam Supply System) can be divided

according to the following figure:

j '

1
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Three main categories of tasks are performed in the NSSS calcu-

lations. These are:

a) Gore Power Distiibutiön Calculations (CPDC).

b) Core power history calculations; these are:

Burn-up and isotope inventory calculations.

Pressure vessel and controlrod exposure calculations.

Xe-poisoning'and excess reactivity calculations.

c) Core thermal calculations; these are:

thermal hydraulic calculations

critical heat flux calculations

For the core power distribution calculations (CPDC) the computer

system collects heat balance data from the reactor coolant system,

the steam system and from in-core flux detectors. Various sub-

routines are needed to determine the power distribution.

The core power history calculations establish and update important

historical data related to fuel assembly power histories, fuel assembly

isotopic inventories, integrated reactor pressure vessel neutron flux

exposure and integrated control rod neutron flux exposure.

The core thermal calculation programmes determine important thermal

properties and conditions on a periodic basis. These programmes are

similar to the programmes used during the thermal design of the reactor
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core. The resulting information is useful for the operator in determining
whether the reactor is operating in accordance with expected thermal
margins and thermal limits.

8) Computer Control Functions.

The computer control functions are accomplished with a modular soft-
ware structure using intercommunication disk buffer files as the entire
software system.

A possible main layout of control functions is shown in Figure 8 .

nm«rHaa

CONTROL SPECIFICATIONS PLANT STATUS

REACTOR
POWER CONTROL

REACTOR START-UP
SHUTOOWN CONTROL
RUNUP OF TURBINES

RAMP CONTROL

FLUX DISTRIBU-
TION.CONTROL

REPOSITIONING
CONTROL

PRIMARY PRESSURE
CONTROL, C WTOLCF
FUEL HANDLING
MACHINES

REACTOR PLANT.

Fig.8. Main Layout of Control Functions

These control functions have been seldom implemented by the process
computer due to the lack of reliability. In the present investigation
these functions are not included in the analysis.

7ï
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! Wi 9) Man-Process Communication.

The amount of necessary man-process communication depends greatly

on the plant operational status:

i -: . .-
il; '•/";;.

a )

.'•£V'

b)

c )

The operator's task is to ensure that the plant as a whole

operates in an.economically optimal condition.

Abnormal Conditions.

In abnormal conditions the operator will desire quick surveys

on the status of various subsystems and of various process

parameters conveniently grouped together permitting easy

interpretation.

! i": Tha requirements set to the communication system will

generally be of the same character, but in less demanding

• level than for abnormal situations.

In the following Figure 9 a schematic layout of all computer functions

included in the proposed "standard" software package is given. •

•i- ••'".il;:
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Pig.?. Schematic layout of all computer functions induced in the proposed
"standard" software package for reactor on-line systems
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7. SPECIFICATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SYSTEM

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS / 6 / .

We usually divide a computer into three separate units called input
and output devices and the mainframe. Figure 10 shows how these units
are connected via interfaces and buffers in a typical process computer / 6 / .
Process inputs may be analogue or digital. Interfaces convert these

i'!•.
• ' • ' ! •

i i BUFFERS

INPUT

UNITS

i r
ANALOG

DIGITAL

CONVERTE

COMPACT

SENSE

DIGITAL

EQUIP-

MENT

I I
MASS

MEMORY

MAIN FRAME 1
ARITMETIC

UNIT

CORE

MEMORY

CONTROL

UNITS

SUFFERS

Fig. 10. Mainframe of the computer showing its relations to input
end output devices, buffers and mass memory

I OUTPUT

I UNITS 1

DIGITAL-

ANALOG

CONVERTE

CONTACT

OUTPUT

D I G I T A L

OUTPUT

— » TO ANALOG

L EQUIPMENT

TO PRINTERS.

PUNCHERS. I

TYPEWRITER^

AND RELAYS

L_J
INFORMATION FLOW

COMMANDS

analogue inputs into the digital language of the computer for use by the main-.

frame and memory units.

The mainframe consists of an arithmetic unit, a high-speed core memory

unit, and a computer control unit.

The arithmetic unit performs different kind of logical operations

and arithmetic functions like multiplications, divisions, additions,

and subtractions. t '-.i-'x'r :• ;

v * "
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The high-speed memory consist of a matrix, in which each

core records one binary digit.

The computer control unit consists of a solid state ciricuitry

arranged to tell the computer what to do.

The buffers are intermediate storage used to separate high-speed
from low-speed devices such as the arithmetic unit and input-output devices.
This is important to time-shared operation because a piece of information
can be sent out of the main frame at full main-frame speed into the buffer
and other programs can be processed until the input-output is ready with
the next piece of information.

Tims-shared operation is one of the most important advances in im-
proving flexibility. It solves the basic computer problem that the rate of
getting information into and out of the main-frame is much slower .than the
rate of arithmetical and logical operations. In operation that are not time-
shared, the arithmetic unit may be idle for 25 to 75 perçant of the total run
time. Time-sharing makes use of this free time to perform operations for
other programs according to an established list of priorities. Thus two or
more programs can be run concurrently on a priority basis.

Time-shared operation is controlled by a master program and does
not need specific extra hardware.

In our investigation we are going to comparé three different types of
computer systems called

simplex computer system

duplex computer system, and

multiprocessor (computer-) system.

We assume that for each of these selected systems a comparable and
well proven executive programme for a process-oriented real-time
environment is available.

This programme is providing means for centralized system responses
to time- and event-related programmes, to external and internal interrupts,
and to requests for input and output information. In addition the monitor

i •

i ••
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programme has to include symbolic assembler and/or compiler (Fortran,

algol) disk utility programme and hardware diagnostic programmes - as

a minimum requirement.

With respect to the reliability a simplex computer system may be

described as a chain. Each module is connected in series and is necessary

to make the system working. Thus, the main disadvantage of a simplex

system is its poor reliability. A duplex computer system essentially consists

of two simplex computers working in parallel to provide some degree of

failure tolerance. The fail soft property may be obtained by a static - or

dynamic redundancy technique- /l/ where the performance degradation ability

may or may not be included. '

"The static way" implifies that any single fault is masked by other

logic associated with the same function.

The idea of dynamic redundancy is to provide etand-by epares for

important and sensitive subunits or even the entire computer system. With

this technique the failure must be detected and an explicit action must be

taken to remove the faulty unit and replace it with a good one. This method

of fault isolation tends to be less expensive and more effective in increasing

system reliability than the static method. However, it frequently causes

design difficulties, error detection - and switching complications, and it

required some time to detect and replace the faulty unit.

In a dynamic duplex system essentially the whole computer hardware

is duplicated. One of the computers is in operation while the other unit is in

a stand-by condition. Dependent on the status of the stand-by computer in

respect to the working unit we may talk about three main types of stand-by

conditions called

hot stand-by

warm stand-by

. cold stand-by

The "hot stand-by" computer is instanteously able to take over processing

when a fault is detected in the operating computer. The operation and stand-by

computers may be syncroniced at various levels, both are processing and all

programmes and updated data are present in both systems.

The fails oft property means that as a consequence of a single component or
unit failure the system still has the ability to continue working with the same
capacity, and graceful degradation means that the computer system in such a
case will still be working, but with a degraded capacity.
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The "warm stand-by" computer is also characterized by its ability ;

tobe brought fast to operational state, when a fault is detected in the operating

computer. Here input data is only processed by the operating computer, but j

updated data is also present in the stand-by computer. j

The "cold stand-by" computer is brought on-line with a "cold start" j

when a fault is detected in the operating computer. In this case, of j

completely passive redundancy, the stand-by computer may be working on \

(less critical) off-line tasks. A typical time estimate required to bring the

cold stand-by computer "on-line" is about 1 5 - 2 0 min.

From duplex computer systems we shall - , due to its reliability

advantages - , investigate a computer system with dynamic redundancy, and

assume that the stand-by Computer is in a "hot" or "warm" stand-by

condition.

The third computer structure investigated in our study is the only

one having performance degradation capability. It is e muJtiprocessor

(computer-) system having the following main charactexistics, /$/, / 9 / , /1O/.

1) The system has a modular structure with a multiplicity of

each functional unit.

2) The system is aware of its own state, being able rapidly to

detect failures and identify the faulty functional unit.

3) The system is able to isolate the faulty unit.

4) The system is able to reconfigurate itself automatically so

that it can run without the faulty unit.

5) The system is able to reorganize automatically programmes

affected by possible malfunctions of a system component.

A multiprocessor (computer-) system with the mentioned characteristics

has at least the following advantages / 8 / , /<?/, /1O/, / l l / ,

1) Multiprocessor systems can be "fail soft". The meaning of "fail

soft" is that failure of one unit does not stop the complete system.

2) Multiprocessor systems can be constructed of cheap massproduced

• - • , • • > * . , - • •
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mini- and midi-computers. It is expected that this technique

will reduce the price/performance ratio of the hardware to the half

with respect to nowadays conventional monolitic computer-

systems.

3) Development of multiprocessor systems can be made step-

wise and a great deal of capital need not to be tied up in a partly

developed system. Parts of the total system can be used

before the last parts have been tested.

4) A collection of small computers can offer a better matching

of processing power to task requirements. This leads to the

possibility to tailormake a system to the users ne ede-from

standard modules.

5) The availibility of multiprocessor system rises rapidly as the

•number of modules is increased.

Today several manufacturers and (research) institutes have multi-

processor (computer-) systems under development and testing. Among

them are University of California (PRIME), MIT (MULTICS) and General

Electric, /7/', 111/, / 13 / , / l l / .

Here in Norway Kongsberg Vâpenfabrikk and Institutt for Atomenergi

soon will finish the development work of such a system called DEMP (DE-

centralized Modular Process computer). Taken into account that the

operational and application feature of the DEMP-system are being in-

vestigated within the research programme of the OECD Halden Reactor

Project, we find it naturally to choose the DEMP system from the field

of multiprocessor computer systems to our study.

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter we are going to compare

the following three computer systems:

a simplex computer system

a duplex computer system with hot/warm stand-by

the multiprocessor computer system called DEMP.

Ï? ••*

f 1 •'., •'••

j : '
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In Figure 11, 12, 13 a possible hardware configuration for simplex,

duplex and multiprocessor system are indicated.

To do this comparison in a relevant way the computers will in operational

state have the same available input and output devices, and an equivalent core

capacity so that the memory space available for the user's software system

is the same in all alternatives.

In the DEMP system there will be 3 local computers with an extra memory

module having a slightly bigger memory capacity than the simplex and duplex

systems in order to increase the hardware reliability. Also the parallelpro-

cessing ability will give a higher throughput for DEMP. However, three CPU's

are the minimum in order to fully utilize the reliability features of DEMP.

From the operators point of view - looking at the computer as a "black

box" - , he will, in all alternatives, see the same man/computer interface

devices.

Table I gives a more complete specification of the computer units,

characteristics, and costs. The data given in Table I wi?i be used in our study.
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Fig. 11. Simplex computer hardware configuration Fig. 12. Duplex computer hardware configuration
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Fig. 13. Multiprocessor (computer) hardware configuration
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COMPUTER SYSTEM

UNIT
SIMPLEX DUPLEX

MULTIPROCESSOR •
(DEMP) ë

CHARAC-
TERISTICS

1

1 x32K

2 x 500K

2000

10

3000

200

COST (N*

135.000

225.000

184.000

1. 000.OOC

50.000

300.000

40.000

CHARAC-
TERISTICS COST (Nkr CHARAC-

TERISTICS c s

; fft

t3
PU
Soo

to
ÎH

tf

g
Pu

Pi

CPU WITH HARDWARE FLOATING
POINT FACILITY (No)

CORE STORAGE (K WORDS)

DISC STORAGE (K WORDS)

ANALOGUE INPUTS (No)

ANALOGUE OUTPUTS (No)

DIGITAL INPUTS (No)

DIGITAL OUTPUTS (No)

GLOBAL MEMORY EXCHANGE

GLOBAL I/O BUS

2 x 32K

2 x 500K

1.5 x 2000

2 x 10

2 x 3000

2 x 200

270.000

450.000

184.000

,500.000

100.000

600.000

80.000

4x 12K
2 x BOOK
1.5 x 2000

2x10

2 x 3000

2 x 200

2
2

405.000

325. 000

184.000

1.500. 00C

100.000

600,000.

80.000

20.000

20.000 .

PAPER TAPE PUNCH

TAPE READERS

I/O TYPEWRITER

CRT's

DATA ENTRY FOR CRT

DATA LINK TO OFF-SITE FACILITY

1

1

2

. 8

2

1

20. 000

15.000

30.000

800. 000
100.000

25.000

2x 1

2x 1

2 x 2

9

3

1

40. 000
30.000
60.000

900. 000
150.000

. 25.000

1

1

2

8

2

1

20.000

15.000

30.000

800.000
100.000

25.000

TOTAL HARDWARE COSTS 2.924.000 4.389.000 4.224.000

TOTAL SOFTWARE COSTS
(the "users software package")

30man years' 3.000.000 30 man years 3. 000. 000 30 man years 3. 000. 000
•'••'}

MAINTAINANCE COSTS/YEAR 40.000 45. 000 50. 000

Table I . Characteristics and costs for the alternative computer systems
with 1 μs cycle time, 16 interrupt levels and 16 bit word size.

X h
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8. SPECIFICATION OF DIFFERENT DISCRETE BACK-UP INSTRU-

MENTATION LEVELS BEING ABLE TO TAKE OVER SPECIFIC

FUNCTIONS IN CASE OF A COMPUTER SYSTEM FAILURE.

General.

It is believed that a decomposition of the user's software functions -

specified in chapter 6 - , according to hierarchial principles will provide

a suitable basis for the specification of the different discrete back-up

instrumentation levels, needed in our cost benefit analysis.

Further on, the decomposition is directly useful for the DEMP system

in order to determine the allocation of the different programmes to various

computer modules and to decide which functions will be lost in case of a

hardware failure. A degraded state of DEMP is ' - in regard to the lost infor-

mation volume - equivalent with a certain back-up instrumentation level.

Dependent on the "importance" of the lost functions and taken into account

the excisting back-up components, we may determine the optimal reactor

power level also for degraded state of DEMP by the described quantitative

method (chapter 3)* The optimal costs so obtained will additionally indicate

the value of the lost functions.

An analysis of consequences of DEMP module failures in respect to the

lost functions will be performed in chapter 9. 5.

Hierarchial Systems, Theory/Definitions.

The decomposition of the user's software functions is performed into

three basic systems of hierarchies called /14/, /15/ ,

1) multiechelon system

2) multistrata system

3) multilayer system

1) In a muUiec_helon_system_ the decomposition is accomplished on

the basis of location in space and/or time. It implies a conceptual partitioning

of a system into separate subsystems, each with it's own perhaps conflicting

goals and with interactions among the subsystems. The higher levels intervene
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in the lower levels in such a way that the whole system is coordinated with

respect to the overall objectives.

2) In a muiïistrata_sy_stem_ the decomposition is accomplished on

the basis ol influence or importance. The higher levels override the lower

levels by intervention in these or directly in the process to ensure a more

important objective.

3) For the multilayer system_ the decomposition is accomplished on

the basis of levels (layers) of control. It does not mat ter whether the control

loop is automatic or contains a human, when the objectives are the same.

Hierarchic Multilevel System for Nuclear Power Plants.

Based on these basic systems of hierarchies , an attempt is made / 3 /

to decompose the user ' s "standard" software package. In the following the

different multilevel systems will be specified, and afterwardr the resulting

decomposition in a simplified to rm is graphically shown in a 3-dimensional

diagram, Figure 14-

The purpose of the multiechelon system is to integrate the different

plant units and match them to the power grid. By applying decomposition on

the basis of location in space we have divided the BWR plant into two main

subsystems •>

1) NSSS (nuclear core and primary circuit)

2) BOPS (turbine, generator, transformer)

Regarding the multistrata system the decomposition is accomplished

into the three following categories

1) the reactor safety system

2) the supervision system

3) the overall performance optimization system.

However the reactor_s_afety_s_y_s_tem functions, whose purpose is to

prevent plant damages and violation to the public safety, are not included in

the "standard" software package. It is assumed to be implemented by con-

ventional instrumentation and will not be included in the decomposed system.
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The purpose of the sugervision system_ is to prevent unnecessary shut-

downs by the safety system and will thus maximize the plant availability. The

supervision system is further divided into two strata, based on the alarm

priorities:

?JJ9ïi.tv--i Alarms which may cause a trip in a major plant

component if not properly handled.

Priority 2: Alarms which cannot cause serious consequenses.

The main purpose of J:hji_oyeraU_ger£ojrmjmj;e_gp1åm^ may

not always be to obtain the absolutely optimal operation, but frequently only

to maintain the performance on an acceptable level. To this category belongs

all other functions of the user's standard software package, which is not in-

cluded in the suparvision_syste_m.

In the multilayer system the software package has been decomposed on

the basis of levels of control. This is accomplished by dividing the entire

frequency range of disturbances entering'the system into three distinct bands

(layers):

In lay_er__l_ are allocated the software functions necessary for counter-

acting the disturbances which directly affect system variables.

Examples of these functions are:*

scanning and logging

monitoring

incident detection

alarm diagnostics, etc. (see Figure 14).

To layerjï^ belong different functions necessary for counteracting

operating disturbances. Examples of these functions are:

core power distribution calculations

core thermal calculations

flux distribution control, etc. (see Figure 14).

i

.J L
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Belonging to layer_3_ are the control functions counteracting parameter

disturbances such functions as

instrument calibration

core power history calculations

summary reports (dayly, weekly, monthly), etc.

The decomposed user's software package is graphically shown in the
following 3-dimensional diagram with the following axis îeehells, strata and
layers, Figure 14.
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Fig. 14 Decomposed user's "standard" software package
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It has to be notized that only one possible way has been presented to

accomplish the decomposition which, of course, may be done in several

other ways. It is believed that besides for our study a successful decompo-

sition of the user's software system for nuclear power plants, based on

hierarchical principles has also more general applicability. It may

considerably simplify the planning and organisation of the software and the

choise of computer hardware, and in general the implementation of the

entire computer control system for nuclear power plants.

il,

Specification of the Discrete Back-Up Instrumentation Levels.

The decomposed software package provides a suitable basis for an

appropriate grouping of the different software functions. On that basis we have

defined four priority groups of software indicated in the following .figure (15)

corresponding to the notations used in Figure 14.

Figure 15 also illustrate the correspondence between the groups of

software functions and the different back-up instrumentation levels, which

•will be 'specified in more details in the following.

o- <
%

Automatic
' control functions from

I I I layers and echells and
strata 3 '

Increasing
Importance

B '

Functions associated with priority 1
alarms

echells 1,2
--. strata 1 , '

layer 1

Functions associated with priority 2 alarms
.'echells 1,2

strata 1
layer, 1

\

"Rest" echells
strata
layer

-.1.2

\

Fig. 15. Connection between back-up levels and users software functions
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Level 1 : The minimum back-up instrumentation in order to shut down the

reactor safely and to maintain it in the shutdown state. Also the

analogue controllers, used as back-up for the computerized

automatic control functions are included to this level corresponding

to the high priority requirement for these functions in a "soft

wired" solution.

Level 2: The same instrumentation as before added by the back-up instru-

ments for handling all the necessary functions associated with

all priority 1 alarms. These functions belongs to the layer 1 and

strata 1 in Figure lh.

Level^J. To the previous instrumentation are added all the analogue

comjjonents for handling the necessary functions associated with

priority 2 alarms. These functions also belong to layer 1 and

strata 2 in Figure J*i.

Level _4:_ Complets bacV-up instrumentation where £.11 additional instru-

mentation associated to the functions on the second and third

layer in Figure 14 are provided. However, many of the (software)

functions may only be performed by the computer and in that

respect even the "complete" back-up instrumentation cannot work

as effeciently as the user's functions implemented by the computer.

By using computer, we have assumed it is possible to increase the

power level 10% compared with operation by conventional

instrumentation.

Costs of Back-Up Instrumentation.

For each specified back-up instrumentation level we will give the numbers

of different main analogue back-up components. It will be performed by using

General Electric conventional control room for a single 1100 MW(e) BWR unit

as a reference design /16/. In table II the considered components as well as,

the average number of functions per device and the price estimate (N. kr. ) are

given /17/, /18/.
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Moving coil indicators

Potentiometric recorders

Annunciator windows

Lights

Control switches

Analogue (P ID) controllers

Functions/device
(average)

1.34

5.6
2.9
1.84

2 . 5

1

Cost N. Kr. /device
(rough average)

200,-

15.000,-

500,-

30,-

100,-

5.000,-

Table II.

The total number of these devices as well as the percentage distribution

of them to the different categories of importance as given in /16/ are shown -

in table III.

Importance
categories Indicators Recorders Annunciator

indicators
Lights Switches

Critical %

Important %

Supporting %

Helpful %

14

22

35

29

4
14

70
12

9
12

77

2

8

10

10

72

31

27

28

14

GE's total
number of devices 500 60 800 4000 1100

Selected
number of devices 500 60 800 2000 1100

-1 - •- r.

Table III.

In table III the instrumentation associated with the "critical" functions

corresponds to our back-up instrumentation level 1 and with the "helpful"

functions in table III are approximately associated the same incremental

instrumentation as in our 4th back-up instrumentation level'. On the other

hand, the rest of the instrumentation of table III has been distributed so that

80% of it belongs to the 3rd level and the rest to both the 2nd and 3rd levels.

L--
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In this way the device distribution to the different back-up instru-

mentation levels is obtained as shown in table IV where also the total

costs of the different back-up instrumentation levels are indicated.

Indicators Recorders
Annunciator
indicators Lights Switches Total cost;!

(N.kr.) i

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Level 4

70

127

355

500

2

12

53

60

70

215

790

800

160

240

560 .

2000

330

500

945

1100

118.000
371.000

1.284.000

1.570.000

Table IV.
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9. INVESTIGATION OF COST/RELIABILITY FEATURES

ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT COMPUTER SYSTEMS

AND BACK-UP INSTRUMENTATION LEVEL ALTERNATIVES

General/definitions

When talking about reliability features the terms quality and efficiency

are of importance.

Quality is a measure of the expected features of a device in it's intended

environmental conditions.

Quantities used to express and compare the quality of a device are

messures of efficiency. For the user as well as for the designer it is useful

to have expressions of the following type, when the system's ability to carry

out their intended functions have to be aosured:

Reliability (R)

Availability (A)

Mean time to failure (MTTF)

Mean time to repair (MTTR)

Reliability R is defined /19/ as :

The probability that a device performs it's intended function, for a

specified period in the given operating- and environmental conditions. The

Reliability is usually time-dependent; R(t) and is a decreasing function of it.

Availability A is strictly defined as the probability that a device will
perform it's purpose at a time instant in the given operating-i environmental-
and maintenance conditions.

However, a "mean availability11 is usually thought of when talking about

availability. It is defined as the fraction of time during which a device will

be able to carry out it's mission in the given operating-, environmental- and

maintenance conditions.

Mean time_to failure MTTF is defined as the expected time to failure

for the device in the given operating- and environmental conditions.

t:
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Mean time to repair MTTR is the expected time necessary to make

the device working again after a failure has occured. MTTR is often

devided into delay time and active repair time.

delay time is the time when it is not possible to repair due to

waiting for necessary resources like spare parts, tools,

instruments and maintenance personnel,

active repair time is the time necessary for fault location,

repair of the defective part and check of the function of the

device afterwards.

If F(t) is the accumulated failure density function of a device - ,

related to the reliability function R(t) as: R(t) = 1 - F(t) - , and G(t) is the

accumulated repair time density function for the device, then MTTF and

MTTR are matematically defined as

MTTF = r (I - F(i)) dt = TR(t)dt

o o

00

MTTR = r (1 - G(t)) dt

o

Reliability Features

The main problem with reliability prediction is to choose relevant

parameters; MTTF, MTTR for the devices in the environment they are

supposed to be working. Environmental factors like vibration, electric

disturbances, moisture and temperature may in extreme cases reduce the

useful life of a device to about 10% of the value specified by the manufacturer

- under "laboratory conditions".

However, at nuclear power plants these negative environmental factors

are to a great extent eliminated from the control room. It is foreseen that

the reliability of computer hardware is further increasing, when LSI (Large

Scale Integrated) circuits will replace todays electronic components.

Regarding software reliability, a software package has a pool of potential

failures in the beginning of use and is not so reliable. But when it is completely
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debugged, then it is completely reliable, - and unlike hardware does not

deteriorate in time.

The different reliability behavior of the software requires a different

approach than the conventional reliability theory used for hardware components.

For instance MTTF of a software package is a function of the debugging effort

and is increasing in time. Probabilistic models have been developed for

software reliability prediction /2l/ and such methods should preferably be

applied also in this work. However, the time schedule does not allow it and

we have to assume that our software package is completely debugged.

It would be quite straight forward to calculate the reliability of different

back-up instrumentation devices using the conventional theory with relibility

block diagrams etc. However, taken into account that the repair time for the

computer units is assumed to be relatively short and that the back-up instru-

mentation is under periodic maintenance, we find it justified in our work to

leave it out of consideration.

Hardware Reliability Data

i

In order to find the statistical properties of the hardware for the

simplex - and duplex system, and for the different states of DEMP it is

necessary to know their reliability daia. For the simplex- and duplex systßms

they are estimated for the entire computer unit and for DEMP they are

estimated for the most important units. The data is shown in Table V.

We have given three different repair time estimates,from which the inter-

mediate values is assumed to be most representative.

Simplex

Duplex

9 <

Core memory

CPU

Global memory
bus

Disc

I/O Channel

Process input/
. output

MTTF (h)

1000

* 28, 14, 7 years

8000

20000

20000

1000

20000

4000

2

* 2

2
2

2

2

.2

2

MTTR

4

X 4

3

3

3

3

3
3

(h)

8

* 8

5

5
5

5

5

5

x) See next page Table V

••A..
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Simplex/Duplex Computer System

For the simplex and duplex computers we can simply determine the

optimal expected costs, f, of one computer failure by using the quantitative

method, and then the expected yearly costs are determined taken into account

the expected number of such failures, N, during a suitable timeperiod T

(we have assumed T = 1 year). Mathematically the costs C(T) can be written as:

C(T) = f ' N = f *
_T

MTTF

iprocessor System

In case of the DEMP system we have to determine the optimal expected

costs for a transition io any degraded state by the quantitative method. If

we additionally know the expected number of transitions during the timeperiod

T we can determine the total expected "error co&ts" during the period by the

weighted sum of the costs of different degraded states by the expected number

of transfers to the respective states.

For DEMP system, a similar error-cost function will be indtroduced

as for the simplex and duplex systems. This function is a messure of the

expected costs assosiated with the los.s of availability due to random hardware

failures during the timeperiod T.

The error cost function is of the form

C(T)= E (N vv1 ) '

vv1

where the sum is over all hardware failure state transitions (from state v

to state v1 ). E (vv' ) is the expected number of times the failure occurs

during the timeperiod T. f v v ' is the expected costs of one failure due to

optimal plant operational policy-, determined by the quantitative method.

These values for a duplex computer failure are calculated for the

same MTTF and MTTR-values as assumed for a simplex computer and by

using the same method as used for DEMP. A duplex failure is defined as

failure in both computers, - , , .., !_,, -.-. l:i
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Sof twar e_ Strategies

In DEMP the various tasks are not handled by specific hardware

modules, thus the performance of the system will not depend solely upon

the hardware status, but also upon the software strategy. Our strategy is

built upon hierarchical principles. (See chapter 8) . Concerning the handling

of different plant abnormal situations, all the functions in the software

package have been divided into, four groups of different importance. Dependent

on the actual state of DEMP different numbers of the functional groups can be

executed. Due to the "blindness" of the operator because of the lack of

information we may specify the probability of the forced reactor shutdown

essentially in a similar way than explained in / 2 / for the different back-up

instrumentation levels. Thus, the different DEMP-degraded states correspond

to the different back-up instrumentation levels, and the analysis can be

carried out in the same way as for failed simplex and duplex computer system

- with different back-up instrumentation levels.

Consequences of DEMP_Module_Failures

A reliability analysis of the DEMP system being in different failure

states has been performed. From the results of the analysis, we have

selected the following most important states.

1) Full capacity

2) 1 memory unit failed

3) 1 CPU failed

4) 2 memory units failed

5) 2 CPU's failed

6) 1 memory unit and 1 CPU failed

7) 2 global memory bus (GMB) failed

8) 2 discs failed

9) 2 input/output channels failed

10) 2 process input/output units failed

5 i

1 !
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In the design of the DEMP system, much effort has been put to prevent

a failure to propagate from one unit to another. We have therefore assumed .]•_ r •

that all units are statistically independent with exponentially distributed failure ji:-_'<?~3

and repair times > and that the mean time to failure is much larger than the meani,':''ft

time to repair. This gives very simple expressions for the statistical j ' :

properties of the computer system. The various combinations of failed and j; •'-.

working units form a set of states, and a transition between two states is due !'

to a failure or repair of a unit. The probability (9V ) for DEMP being in j

state no. v is /12I ;

where the product is over the failsd units, X and μ are the failure rate and

repair rate respectively x= l/MTTF \L= 1/MTTR and 90 io the probability

of being in the state with no failing unit:

k i

where the product is over all states and k̂  = J I ^ μ :

The expected number of times that a transition between states v and

occurs in a time period 0 - t is given as

where o^

a repair.

= ev

if the transition is due to a failure anda, = μ, if it is due to

The average time elapsed since a state is entered until it is left again is

given as

T v =
-1

where the first sum is over working elements and the second is over failed

elements. The last two formulas give the statistical quantities needed in

our analysis. They are also used for the duplex system.;.

x) To carry out these calculations easily; we assume that the computer

repairtime is exponential distributed. However, in the quantitative method

we assume a gaussian distribu«oni;'-;-iv;U>. ;J;I,H • . . '. '' V
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The expected numbers of transfers pr. year and the mean time of

stay in these states- dependent on the mean time to repair- are given

inTable VI for three different MTTR assumptions shown inTable V for

DEMP.

An analysis on the consequences, i.e. which software functions will

be lost in these states, has been performed and is shown inTable VI, where

the equivalent back-up instrumentation levels have also been indicated.

One important event, not considered is the common mode failure. It

has not been taken into account because we assume that it's probability is

approximately equal for all computer structures. Examples of common mode

failure are software failures, natural catastrophe, sabotage etc..

- , - S t

• ,/fow/:?.%'% j. '

w"r
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Total
number

Module
statè^v^

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4

MM

X

X X

X

3

CPU

X

X X

X

2

GMB

X X

2

DISC

X X

2

I/O CH

X X

2

P I/O

X X

Software
function
groups
lost

A

X

X

B

X

X

C

X

X

X

X

X

X

D

X

X

X

X
J

X

X

X

No. of transfer pr. year
dependent on MTTR

MTTR=
2h

4.35

1.35

0.0013 .

0.00026

0.00087

0.00087

0.0348

0.00087

0.00218

MTTR=
3h

4. 336

1.30

0.0019

0.0010

0.0013

0.0C13

0.0521

0.0U13

0.00325

MTTR=
5h

4.307

1.292

0.00323

0.00162

0.0022

0.0022

0.0826

0' 0022

0.0054

Mean tir
transfer
MTTR

MTTR=
2h

310

2

2

1

1 •

1

1

1

1

1

.xe of stay pr.
(h) dependent on

MTTR=
3h

310

3

3

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

• 1.5

1.5

1.5

MTTR=
5h

310

-5

5

2 . 5

2 . 5

2 . 5

2.5

2 . 5

2 . 5

2 . 5

\ • • t

Equivalent I
back-uprlevel

2b-u-i-l

2 b - u - i - l _•;

3b-u-i-l I

2b-u-i-l :

2b-u-i-l

• - : "

' . ••

Table VI.

Consequenses of various DEMP module failures. The groups
of lost software functions and the equivalent back-up instrumentation
level as well as the expected numbers of transfer to diffent states pr.
year and the mean time of stay in the respective states are given. A
cross indicates a failed module or lost group of software function.
The automatic control functions are not included in the present

• optimization.

-,

J_
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10. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED IN APPLICATION OF

THE QUANTITATIVE METHOD IN THE ACTUAL PROBLEM

Optimal Reactor Operational Policy During Computer Outage/Degradation

An analysis of the results obtained by the quantitative method shows

that the optimal operational strategy during the computer outage/degradation

is independent of the plant size, but changes with different mean time to repair

(MTTR) and different back-up instrumentation levels as shown in Figure 16.

For back-up instrumentation level no. 1 we have to shut down the reactor

immediately in case of loss of the entire computer system, and after the

computer is repaired it will then last about 6h to achieve full power again. For

the complete back-up instrumentation (level 4) the policy is also fixed such

that the powei is reduced to the nominal level immediately after loss of the

computer system.

In general the time inotant of the power reduction, according to Figure 16

is immediately after the computer system outage/degradation. Only in one

case (for MTTR = 8 and b-u-i level 3) this lime instant was 2 hours after

computer failure.

The way to use the Figure 16 is to determine first the optimal operational

policy for the actual b-u-i-level and assumed MTTR value. If the assumed

MTTR value would however be exceeded, then a sub-optimal policy has to be

used and one has to jump to the figure underneath the first one and make the

power-reduction to the indicated level, as shown in this figure for the

actual b-u-i-level.

Three different plant sizes 500, 800, 1000 MW were simulated and the MTTR

was varied between one and twelve hours. The costs of One computer system

failure as a function of MTTR and for different back-up instrumentation levels

are shown for a 500 MW and 1000 MW plant in Figure 17 . The cost of power

output loss was assumed to be 50 N.Kr./MWh.

The Yearly Failure Costs

In Figure 16 and 17 the computer reliability is not yet included. By

account the MTTF assumptions for the computer structures we

x The quantitative method does not give optimal operational policy when
two or more step changes are allowed. ' .

, ' •"..',- "• i ' '• '-' ' • • " •''-'•,J'.;?!f0">»V,'':<jW1-'fl ;"*i ' . ; ' "•-'.;
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may calculate the respective yearly failure costs which are, thus, dependent

on the actual selected computer structure and back-up instrumentation level

and are determined assuming the optimal reactor operational policy indicated

in Figure 16.

These yearly failure costs as function of MTTR for simplex, duplex

and DEMP are shown in Figure 18. For the simplex and duplex systems the

yearly failure costs for back-up level no. 1 is about ten times bigger than the

others and is not always indicated in the figures^ Further on a yearly error

cost comparison with the proposed equivalent MTTR values is shown in Figure 19.

The yearly failure costs for duplex system, however, needs more

explanation. They were calculated for thrse different MTTR assumptions:

Case 1) "Optimistic", reactor may be started when one computer is

operational, simultaneous repair of both computers

is possible.

= 0. 5 MTTRg

Case 2) "Practical", both computers have to be available before the

reactor may be started up again, simultaneous

repair of both computers possible.

MTTR = MTTRg

Case 3) "Pessimistic", both computers have to be available before

increasing to full power, the computers have to

be repaired one by one.

MTTRD = 1.5 ' MTTRg

In Figure 18 the results are given for case 2.

Figures 18 and 19 indicate that for all back-up instrumentation levels

the yearly failure costs are an order of magnitude bigger for a simplex

computer compared with the other computer constructures. Further on, the

yearly failure costs for a duplex computer structure is in all cases bigger,

than for the DEMP structure provided with the same amount of back-up

instrumentation. The proposed equivalent MTTR-points are indicated in

Figure 19forDEMP and the duplex computer system. (The difference is

assumed to be due to the higher modularity x>f DEMP). It can, however, be
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* -I'

noticed that the MTTR for DEMP modules can be increased far above the

MTTR-assumption made for the duplex computer system before the yearly

failure costs become equal.

However, the yearly failure cost difference between DEMP and Duplex

computer system is rather small especially when the systems are provided

with extensive back-up instrumentation. From this fact it may already now

be concluded (as will become evident later) that the hardware, software and

maintenance costs will play an essential role when deciding about the superiority

between these two computer structures.

These yearly failure costs indicated in Figure 18 , can already be

used as a rough guidance in the choise of computer system/back-up instrumen-

tation level. However, the problem will be anlyaed further, by taking aa

criterion for opdmality the minimization of the discounted cumulative expected

cash outflow during the considered time period.

Remark: It should be repeated that the basic runs are carried oat

assuming that all control functions are itnplenicr.ted manualy.

If analogue controllers would be used they are not included in

the analysis, since the respective costs are constant in

different solutions.

— •--, . . i

. ..• t

L—»4
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Fig. 16. Optimal operational strategics as.function of time for
different b-u-i-t and MTTR
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MTTR (h) 7 e

Fig. 18 Optimal yearly failure costs as function of MTTR for simplex,
duplex, and DEMP, and for different back-up instrumentation
levels.

NOTICE different scales!'!• . ,
l.back-up level for simplex and duplex is not indicated.

• . . . n- .
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The Balanced Decision Between Computer P.edundancy and

Back-Up Instrumentation Level

The optimal choice of the computer structure and the back-up

instrumentation level for a nuclear reactor are two interdependent problems

which has to be considered simultaneously in order to find the overall

optimum. This problem can be solved by using the expected cost estimates for

a postulated computer system outage obtained by the quantitative method, and

by means of investment planning using the present value method /z/.

The following information is required for carrying out the investment
calculations.

1. The range of planning in years.

Z. The accounting rate of interest.

3. The costs of the different computer structures.

4. The value of the computer systems after the time defined in
point 1.

5. The costs for the different back-up instrumentation levels.

6. The value of the back-up instrumentation on different levels
after the time defined in point 1.

7. Maintenance costs for the computer system and back-up
ins trumentation.

A flowchart is shown in Figure 20 in order to explain how the
calculations are performed.

We have performed the analysis by using the following values for
these mentioned parameters :

2i

The calculations were carried out for a 15 and a 25 years planning
period.
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Fig.20. Balanced decision concerning the cmaputer redundancy and conventional
back-up instrumentation level
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2) The Accounting_Rate_of_Interest

The interest rate used in the calculations was 7%. The discount

factor dn = ., 1 .;— , where n = the time in years, and i is the interest
(1 + i)n

rate.

The distribution of the payments of the computer system with time

was the following:

Year

0

1

2

3

4

% of total investment

50
y

25

10

10

5

It is assumed that the payment of the user software and back-up instrument j
taiiou costs are distributed similarly.

3) The Costs of the Computer Structurée

I For a simplex system 5. 924. 000 N . K r .

II For a duplex system , 7.389.000 N .Kr .

III For DËMP system 7. 224. 000 N .Kr .

These costs include hardware, system software and installation costs .

4) The Value of the_ C_omputer Systems after the Planning Period

After 15 or 25 years planning period, the residual value of the computer

systems is assumed to be ze ro .

5) The Costs for the_Different Back-Up Instrumentation Levels

I For back-up instrumentation level no. 1: 118.000 N.Kr,

I I " " " " no. 2: 371.000 N.Kr.

I I I " " " " no. 3: 1.284.000 N.Kr.

I V " " " " no. 4: 1.570.000 N.Kr.

• : v . • - o ; f
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6) The Value of the Back-Ug Instrumentation after the Plarming_Period

ON.Kr. for 15 and 25 years' periods.

7) Maintenance Costs/Year

Computers :

Simplex 40.000 N.Kr.

Duplex 45.000 N.Kr.

DEMP 50.000 N.Kr.

for the different back-up
instrumentation level:

b-u-i-1 no. 1 = 3.000 N.Kr.

b-u-i-1 no. 2 = "9.4OO N.Kr.

b-u-i-1 no. 3= 32.600 N.Kr.

b-u-i-1 no. 4= 40.000 N.Kr.

The absolute discounted cash-out flow due to the time distribution

of the investment costs,and the expected costs of computer system failures

year by year beginning in year Slavere calculated uding the parameters given

above.

The Optimal b-u-i-Level lor Different Computer Structures

The optimal back-up instrumentation levels for different computer

structures are indicated in Figures 21,22 and 23 for simplex, duplex and

DEMP system respectively. In the figures the letter D indicates the discounted

cashflow method and the letter A indicates the absolute cashflow method. The

absolute method was used as a sensitivity test. It is, however, believed that

the discounted method is most reliable, and it is therefore used in the following

chapter. It has to be noticed that for the DEMP system back-up instrumentation

level 1 is the optimal solution in all cases for both methods.
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Optimal Computer Structure/ßack-Up Instrumentation Combination

In order to make the decision concerning the superiority of the

different solutions, Figure 24 and 25 may be used. For each computer

structure the optimal policy during the postulated computer aystem failure

has been used for determination of the (optimal) yearly failv;re costs.

The total cash outflows during the planning period are given as function

of MTTR. Also in these figures the same "equivalent" MTTR values may be

used as explained for Figure 19. Within the range of MTTR values used in

the investigation DEMP-system, however, is not sensitive to the MTTR and

the same values for MTTR can be used for all computer systems in the

comparison.

The optimal simplex computer/back-up configuration is the most costly

solution at least with reasonably big MTTR-value as sumptions. However,

with small plant sizes and smell MTTR values (MTTR < 2h) the simplex

computer cr.n bo an economic alternative maHly due to the low initial invest-

ment costs as shown in Figura 24 for 25 years planning period. For a 15 years

planning period the simplex system would be still more favourable since the

relatively big yearly failure costs, though discounted, for 10 years are removed.

The discounted costs for the optimal Duplex system are more sensitive

for the power plant size and the MTTR value compared with the result obtained

for DEMP (Figures 24 and 25). .

These costs itself are, however, rather near each other around the

MTTR-values, regarded as representative ones (3 hr for DEMP and 4 hr for

Duplex). For 1000 MW(e) plant one can distinguish (Figure 24, 25 years

planning period) that the DEMP solution is slightly more economical. For

15 years planning period Figure 10 DEMP is more economical for all power

plant siaes and MTTR values investigated.

The cost difference itself between DEMP and duplex system is so small

that the smaller sensitivity of DEMP to the variations in MTTR and power

plant size has to be regarded as it's biggest advantage.

As mentioned earlier it becomes evident that the initial investment

costs for computer hardware and software, as well as the yearly maintenance

costs play an important role when comparing the different systems' economical

advantages.
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A change in the investment costs or/and a change in the yearly main- ] .

tenance costs for a certain system will move the respective curve in Figures 24, 2| :

parallel with the MTTR axis with a changed discounted value of: j

A F /k A I

where k is a "accumulated discounting factor", A I is the change in investment

costs and A M change in yearly maintenance costs. •

1) For the change in investment costs the formula will be;

A F = 0.95 A I

2) For the change in maintenance costs the formula will be:

a) 15 years planning period:

A F - 5.72 AM

b) 25 years planning period:

A F = 8.27 AM

In the above formulas 7% has been used as the interest rate.

à:i2£,_.
::!cv/v,r,

- -;.->".••, \ " - » & £ » « . . ,*i;.._.B_iV,;ä.r.
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SIMPLEX

MTTRg (h) (for Simplex and Duplex computers) or MTTR for dlff. modules for ÜEMP

i Fig. 25. The optimal discounted cash, outflow for simplex, duplex and DEMP
I. as function of MTTR; for a 500 MW and a 1000 MW plant. 15 years
J planning period. The dotted lines, are for the 1000 MW plant.
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11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

- V

In the present work a "standard" software package for a BWR nuclear

power plant was specified based on reference /!c$/. This package was then

decomposed due to hierarchical principles as proposed in reference / 3 / .

It is believed that besides for our study a successful decomposition i

of the user's software systsm for nuclear power plants, based on hierarchical

principles has also more general applicability. It may considerably simplify

the planning and organization of the software and the choise of computer

hardware, and in general the implementation of the entire computer control

system for nuclear power plants. Based on the decomposed software package

the different discrete back-up instrumentation levels used in the comparative

study, were specified.

As already mentioned in the introduction the quantitative cost-benefit

method /z/ was used in this work in order to determined the costs of one

computer failure.

The quantitative method also gives the optimal opsrational policy for

the reactor after a computer eytstem failure. This has actually been one of

the major problems in determining the role of computers at nuclaar power

• plants since no quantitative methods have been available until now.

If the input parameters for the model are properly determined it is

believed that the expected cost estimates obtained are accurate enough for the

kind of analysis needed in the considered investment problem, though many

approximations and simplifying assumptions have been made.

Further on, the costs of the computer system itself and the analogue

back-up instrumentation is added to the analysis in order to obtain an estimate

for the expected total costs of the considered solution. Also the time value

of money is taken into account in the analysis.

The results obtained from the investment analysis indicate that the

main advantage of the DEMP system is its insensitivity for variations in MTTR

and power plant size. The yearly failure costs for DEMP were in all cases

less than for the two other computer structures provided with the same back-up

instrumentation. However, this cost difference between the optimal DEMP

-%
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and duplex solution is so small that the hardware, software and maintenance

costs will play an important role when deciding about the superiority of these

two solutions. Therefore more accurate estimates for the initial investment

costs would probably be needed in order to make strict judgement ill this respect

It is, however, very easy to carry out the analysis with essentially modified

investment and maintenance costs by using the formulas explained on page 69̂

The intention was initially to study more thoroughly the effects of

variations in different parameters upon the solution as mentioned in the

problem definition. This would, however, have needed more, time than what

was available for the work.

Tlie calculation for determining the optimal computer structure/back-up

instrumentation level are straight forward based on the conventional technique

of investment planning using the present value method. In addition to the

general drawbacks of these methods i-ha only source of inaccuracy in this part

is due to the input data. If the input values are acceptable, it is believed that

the results obtained can be used as a. guidance in the decision making.

1 "

-IH'
',:,<
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